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OBJECTIVES

To outline the basic CBT model that forms the basis for conceptualizing and 
treating patients. 

To describe important factors that have to be incorporated  into the CBT 
model when treating older adults. 

To specify the manner in which the application of CBT strategies have to be  
modified in order for them to be more effective in the treatment of older 
adults. 

To examine some of the research evidence for efficacy of CBT in treating 
older adults. 

CBT MODEL
CBT is based on a straightforward common sense model of the 

relationships  among cognition, emotion and behavior.

Cognition
Automatic thoughts, cognitive distortions and beliefs

Emotions                             Behavior
Sadness                                                         Isolation

Anxious                                                           Avoidant
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Cognitive aspects of CBT Model

Three aspects of cognition are emphasized:

1. Automatic thoughts

2. Cognitive distortions 

3. Underlying beliefs/schemas

Cognitive aspects of CBT Model: Automatic Thoughts

An individual’s immediate, unpremeditated interpretations of events 
are referred to as automatic thoughts.

Automatic thoughts shape both the individual’s emotions and their 
actions in response to events. 

CBT is based on the observation that dysfunctional automatic 
thoughts that are exaggerated, distorted, mistaken or unrealistic in 
other ways play a major role in psychopathology.
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Cognitive aspects of CBT Model: Automatic Thoughts

Examples of automatic thoughts
Depression:
“ I never get anything right ”
“ I should be able to do this. I am so stupid’
“ My home looks really bad and is terrible in comparison to that of my 

neighbor’s and friends.” 
“ I will be alone and depressed for the rest of my life”

Anxiety:
“ I am going to lock up and not say anything”
“ I will lose my job”
“ Something terrible could happen any minute”
“  This means I have a terminal illness”

Cognitive aspects of CBT Model: Cognitive Distortions

Errors in logic are quite prevalent in patients with 

psychological disorders.

They lead individuals to erroneous conclusions.
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Cognitive aspects of CBT Model: Cognitive Distortions

Dichotomous thinking - Things are seen in terms of two mutually exclusive 
categories with no shades of gray in between. 

Catastrophizing - Focusing on the worst possible outcome, however unlikely, or 
thinking that a situation is unbearable or impossible when it is really just 
uncomfortable.

Selective abstraction - Focusing exclusively on certain, usually negative or 
upsetting, aspects of something while ignoring the rest.

Disqualifying the positive - Positive experiences that conflict with the individual’s 
negative views are discounted.

Fortune telling – Predicting the future negatively with no real basis or evidence.

Cognitive aspects of CBT Model: Underlying Beliefs

They shape the perception and interpretation of events and trigger 
dysfunctional automatic thoughts which impact behaviors and mood.

Beliefs are understood at two levels:
1. Core beliefs

- They central ideas about the self and the world/people.    
- The most fundamental level of belief.
- They are global, over generalized and rigid. 

2. Intermediate beliefs.
- They consist of assumptions, attitudes and rules. 
- they are rigid and over generalized.
- Influenced in their development by the core beliefs.
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Cognitive aspects of CBT Model: Underlying Beliefs

Examples of dysfunctional core beliefs: 
- “ I am unlovable” 
- “ I am inadequate/weak”
- “ The world is full of hostile/dangerous people” 

Examples of dysfunctional intermediate beliefs:
- “ If I try hard and make sure that I please people I will be    

accepted by them ”
- “ I should be very self reliant and not depend on anyone ”
- “  It is best to have as little as possible to do with people ”

CBT MODEL

How Mood and Psychopathology is Maintained

Belief System                                           External
Events

Biased Perception              Automatic Thoughts               Consequences 
and Recall                                                                              

Emotional                                                Behavior
Response

Freeman A, Pretzer J, Fleming B & Simon KM, Clinical Applications of Cognitive Therapy, New York, Kluwer Academic/Plenum Publishers, 2004, pp 6.
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CBT Application
1. Assessment – clinical interview, assessment and self monitoring

2. Conceptualization 
Relevant Childhood Data

Critical punitive parents
Physical abuse and bullying experiences

Core Beliefs
I am inadequate and weak

I am unlovable/People are unpredictable and can harm me
Intermediate beliefs

If I depend only on myself and do things well I will be viewed as being adequate and strong 
If I avoid social interactions and/or do things for people I will be safe. 

Compensatory strategies
Develop high standards and work very hard

Lead a restricted social life, and/or be a people pleaser so people will not be attacking
Typical Automatic Thoughts

I am not capable of doing this task well;
I am not smart and successful like others; she/he will be attacking of me if I am not careful

CBT Application

3.Emotion regulation

4. Behavioral strategies (e.g. behavioral activation for depression; 

exposure therapy for anxiety)

5. Challenging automatic thoughts and eliminating cognitive 

distortions

6. Problem Solving

7. Changing underlying beliefs
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CBT modifications for the Elderly

The modifications have been based on the fact that the 
older adults have certain common factors that are 

distinctive to them.

CBT modifications: Common triggers for distress in the Elderly

The two main types of issues that trigger psychological distress in the elderly 
are that of loss and transition (Thompson (1996).

The crucial factors in CBT (Evans, 2007):
- to identify the personal meaning of the loss or transition.
- to work with the patient to identify and correct the dysfunctional thinking   
associated with them.

- the final goal would be to identify more adaptive ways of thinking about the  
situations that will enable the patient to adapt to these losses and transitions. 
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CBT modifications: Alternative Model for the Elderly

Laidlaw et al (2004) have proposed an alternative model that 
includes the issues that characterize the later stages of life.

The model incorporates: 

Cohort beliefs 

Role investments 

Intergenerational linkages 

Socio cultural context  

Physical health. 

CBT modifications: Alternative Model for the Elderly

Cohort beliefs refer to beliefs that are prevalent among people 
born during a particular time period.
E.g. women belonging to today’s generation are more likely to 
believe in the importance of financial independence and having an 
equal marital partnership compared to the  baby boomer generation. 
Beliefs like “to seek help is a sign of weakness of character”, “it is 
wrong to discuss my personal business outside the family” are more 
likely among older adults of the baby boomer generation.  

Role investments refer to the degree to which an individual invests 
in certain roles that are of value to the individual.
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CBT modifications: Alternative Model for the Elderly

Intergenerational relationships 

Older individuals can have difficulty adapting to the 
alterations in family structure, relationships and 
occupational status that occur over time and this can lead to 
conflict and strain in intergenerational relationships

CBT modifications: Alternative Model for the Elderly

The socio-cultural context 

Refers to the attitudes the elderly have about growing old which is 
often embedded in socio-cultural stereotypes about ageing. 

Health related problems are an essential part of the process of 
growing old. The beliefs and interpretations about illness has to be 
taken into consideration when developing an understanding of the 
case.
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CBT modifications: Alternative Model for the Elderly

Relevant Childhood Data
Critical punitive parents

Compared negatively to others

Core Beliefs

I am inferior

Intermediate beliefs
If I work very hard and try to be perfect in all 
aspects I will be accepted and not be criticized 

Compensatory strategies
Develop high standards

Work very hard

Typical Automatic Thoughts
They are all better than me 

I am not capable of doing this task well

Cohort Beliefs
To seek help is to be weak. 

Role Investment
The main role she had invested in as home maker 

and mother. The role is diminished as at the 
age of 68 she is a widow and  lives with her 

married son .

Health 
Arthritis makes it difficult for her to do much around 

the house. 

Sociocultural Beliefs
To get old is to be worthless.

I am too old to be able to try or learn anything new.

Intergenerational Linkages
She cannot relate to her daughter in law who earns 

and interacts as an equal with her son. 

CBT modifications in Application: Cognitive Changes in the Elderly

Cognitive changes linked to changes in application:  

Cognitive change is a significant part of normal ageing. There is however significant heterogeneity
among older adults in the rate of decline in the different cognitive abilities (Wisdom et al., 2012).

Crystallized intelligence which refers to over learned abilities such as vocabulary and general
knowledge, has been found to remain stable (Lezak et al., 2012).

Fluid intelligence or reasoning diminishes. So the capacity to think logically and solve problems in
novel situations, independent of acquired knowledge is not as efficient.

The fluid cognitive abilities, especially, processing speed has been found to decline with age most
consistently (Ebaid et al.,2017). There is cognitive slowing.
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CBT modifications in Application: Cognitive Changes in the Elderly 

Executive functions, particular that of concept formation, abstraction, and mental flexibility
decline with age, especially after age 70 (Lezak, 2012).

Decline in attention has been noted to be more in the case of complex attention tasks that
require selective and divided attention (Verhaeghen and Cerella, 2002).

Older adults also have greater difficulty on tasks involving working memory (Schneider-Garces
et al., 2010). The ability to acquire memories by encoding new information into memory declines
(Haaland, Price and Larue, 2003).

Declines also occur the ability to access newly learned information (Haaland, Price and Larue,
2003; Economou, 2009).

CBT modifications in Application: Cognitive Changes in the Elderly 

To accommodate for such cognitive changes the following modifications would be helpful:

New information would need to be presented more slowly.

New information would also have to be repeated a number of times for it to be adequately 
processed. Sessions would have to be structured in a manner that new material is reviewed a 
number of times. Keep in mind that older adults may require more sessions than younger adults.

Since older adults rely more on crystallized intelligence (previous experience) it would be helpful if 
new skills are explained in the context of previous experiences. 

It would be helpful to present new material through a number of modalities:
- Visual aids like charts and figures, handouts, review of therapy notes for home work.
- Auditory aids like taping sessions for review, guided exposures, guided mindfulness & 
relaxation. 

The more the cognitive impairment the greater emphasis on behavioral strategies, like activity
scheduling, graded task assignment, graded exposure, rehearsals. 
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CBT modifications in Application: Health Status Change

Changes in Health status

Greater prevalence of medical illness, care giving demands,

sensory deficits, requires flexibility and  creativity in the manner in

which therapy is provided.

- Appointment times

- Appointment places

- Seating arrangements

- Use of alternate modalities (skype, telephone)

- Involvement of care givers

- Biblio CBT sessions with reduced face to face contact.     

CBT modifications in Application: Health Status Changes and Falls

One needs to be alert to the possibility that older adults could be having a 
phobia or fear of falling. Fear of falling (FOF) has gained recognition as a 
specific health problem among older adults and the phobia occurs more 
frequently in older adults with a history of previous falls (Scheffer et al., 2008). 

It has been found that older adults often do not view their fear to be 
unreasonable despite their fear having caused them to become isolated and 
house bound (Gagnon et al., 2005). 
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CBT modifications in Application for the Elderly

Cohort Beliefs about mental health and psychotherapy: Need to assess the 
patient’s beliefs about psychotherapy/CBT a the start and correct any 
misconceptions.  

Story telling tendency: Older patients have a tendency to give extensive 
details about life events. In this case need to gently set ground rules that will 
allow the therapist to interrupt and redirect the focus of the session. 

Involving caregivers or family members can be helpful during assessment 
stage and also during therapy. 

Gradual termination. 
Booster and follow up sessions would help to maintain outcome.

Efficacy of CBT: Depression in the Elderly

Randomized controlled trials have found CBT to be superior to

- treatment as usual (TAU) (Gould et al., 2012; Unetzer 2002)

- wait-list control (Gould et al., 2012; Serfaty AM, 2009)

- active control conditions (Serfaty et al., 2009; Unetzer 2002,     

Wuthrich & Rapee, 2013 ). 
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Efficacy of CBT: Depression in the Elderly

CBT alone and the combination of CBT and antidepressant 

medication (ADM) has been found to be more efficacious than ADM 

alone in the case of patients with moderate level of depression 

(Thompson et al., 2001; ( Laidlaw et al., 2008). 

In patients who were more severely depressed the combined

treatment of ADM and CBT was found to be more effective than

either treatment alone (Thompson et al., 2001). 

Efficacy of CBT: Depression in the Elderly

Older adults who are functionally disabled by medical illness are at the 

highest risk for depression. Randomized controlled trials carried out 

with older adults having medical illnesses and co-morbid depression 

have reported significant reductions in depression following CBT 

(Troeung et al 2014; Mohr et al., 2005).
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Efficacy of CBT: Anxiety Disorders in the Elderly

Nordhus and Pallesen (2003) in one of the first quantitative reviews of 
psychological treatments for late life anxiety reported a significant effect size of 
0.55 in their meta analysis of 15 studies that utilized cognitive and behavioral 
methods of treatment for the elderly.

In a meta analytic study, which included only randomized controlled studies the 
effect of CBT, was found to be superior to waiting list conditions as well as 
active control conditions (Hendriks et al., 2008).

Efficacy of CBT: Anxiety Disorders in the Elderly

Research suggests that utilizing CBT along with medication is likely to bring 
about more robust benefits in the treatment of older adults with anxiety 
disorders. The study found that CBT had a protective impact and three quarters 
of the participants who received CBT were able to discontinue their medication 
and remain well (Wetherell et al., 2013).
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Efficacy of CBT: Insomnia

Prevalence rates of insomnia is much higher in older adults and increases even 
more in the case of older adults in poor health (Ancoli-Israel & Ayalon, 2006; 
Ancoli-Israel & Cooke, 2005) 

A number of reviews and meta analytic studies have reported behavioral and 
cognitive strategies as being effective modalities of treatment for insomnia in 
the elderly (Irwin et al, 2006; Montgomery et al, 2004).

Efficacy of CBT

It has been suggested that group treatment is preferable for older 

adults in light of the fact that many older adults have had a loss or 

reduction of their social network (Arean 1993)

The meta analytic study by Nordhus and Pallesen (2003) reported 

equal efficacy for the group and individual formats which suggests 

that group CBT would be a cost effective option for older adults.
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